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Abstract—Intelligent virtual agent action is a crucial element of 
any virtual environment application as it essentially brings the 
environment to life, introduces believability and realism, and 
enables complex interactions and evolution over time. However, 
the design and development of mechanisms for virtual agent 
action is neither a trivial nor a straightforward task. In this 
paper we present a model of action for virtual agents that meets 
specific requirements and, as such, can be systematically 
implemented, can seamlessly and transparently integrate with 
knowledge representation and intelligent reasoning mechanisms, 
is highly independent of virtual world implementation specifics, 
and enables virtual agent portability and reuse. 

Index Terms—action, virtual environment, intelligent virtual 
agent. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent virtual agent action is a crucial element of any 
virtual environment application as it essentially brings the 
environment to life, introduces believability and realism, and 
enables complex interactions and evolution over time. In the 
context of virtual environments, action refers to directed and 
deliberate modification of the virtual world state by virtual 
agents. Nevertheless, because of the multidisciplinary nature of 
the field, the volume and variety of relevant technologies that 
are in use today and the impressive rate at which new relevant 
technologies emerge, the design and development of 
mechanisms for virtual agent action – or virtual agent action 
models – is neither a trivial nor a straightforward task. 

To begin with, any virtual agent action model must be 
completely and precisely specified in such a way so as to be 
readily and directly implementable. More specifically, based on 
the fact that virtual agent action is, essentially, exchange of 
data among components of a virtual environment system, the 
specification must answer the following questions: 

• What kind of data are exchanged for the purposes of 
action and what do they mean? In other words, what 
are the syntax and semantics of the adopted action 
representation? 

• What is the exact mechanism for the above exchange 
of data? In other words, which components are 
involved? What is the actual flow of data? How are 
actual modifications to virtual world state applied? 

• How is responsibility distributed among components 
involved? In other words, which component initiates 

the process? Which component specifies desired 
results? Which component applies actual results? 

• By which criteria is action applicability determined? 
• What are the semantics of action success, partial 

success and failure? 
In addition, there are arguments in support of a conceptual 

action representation in virtual agent action models: Firstly, a 
conceptual representation allows intuitive definition of actions 
and action effects on a level of abstraction that can be adjusted 
to suit individual applications; Secondly, it introduces a degree 
of independence from the underlying virtual world 
implementation which, in turn, leads to portability and reuse of 
virtual agent components among different virtual environment 
systems adhering to a common virtual agent action model; 
Thirdly, it lends to symbolic encoding and facilitates coupling 
with knowledge representation and intelligent reasoning 
mechanisms as those typically employed in intelligent virtual 
agent architectures. 

In this paper we present a virtual agent action model that 
meets all of the above requirements and, as such, can be 
systematically implemented, can seamlessly and transparently 
fuse with knowledge representation and intelligent reasoning 
mechanisms, is highly independent of any underlying virtual 
world implementation specifics, and enables portability and 
reuse of virtual agent components. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Despite how crucial an element of any complete virtual 
environment system architecture a virtual agent action model is 
and the fact that the issue of virtual object – virtual agent 
interaction has been identified as early as in 1999 [1], there 
seems to be little work focusing specifically, and on the basis 
of a concrete requirement analysis, on that area; in most cases, 
either the presentation is too vague or the model is too tightly 
coupled with a particular architecture or application to be 
eligible for consideration as an actual contribution. A brief 
overview of some notable exceptions follows. 

The idea of virtual objects incorporating knowledge about 
the interactions they can participate in, and how those 
interactions are manifested on various levels, is perhaps best 
represented by the Smart Objects approach [2]. A Smart Object 
definition consists of definitions of interaction features (parts, 
possible movements, grasp points, etc.) and finite state 
automata defining object- or agent-controllable behaviours. 
Smart Objects have been used in many scenarios (such as, for 
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instance, to enable grasping of geometrically-complex virtual 
objects [3]) while their capacity of to support intelligent virtual 
agent action planning has also been demonstrated [4]. 

High-level symbolic action representations have also been 
used on some occasions. To name but a few: In the context of 
qualitative simulation of physical phenomena in conjunction 
with intelligent action recognition and reasoning [5]; To 
support intelligent action planning with hierarchical tasks 
involving actions defined with respect to preconditions, target 
objects, essential/optional resources and world effects [6]; To 
model the dynamics of virtual environments with multiple 
virtual agents acting multimodally and asynchronously [7]; To 
adapt findings in the field of virtual humans to the generation 
of non-verbal robotic behaviours to accompany speech [8]. 
Those approaches highlight the need for an intermediate 
conceptual layer between abstract action effect representations 
and action effect manifestations on the physical level. 

Hierarchical representations extending from the highest 
level of agent-side complex behaviours to the lowest level of 
object-side application of action effects have also been 
presented. For instance, a hierarchy of motor schema – motor 
programs – motor commands has been used to represent 
complex virtual agent behaviours (motor schemas) that can be 
observed, imitated and reproduced in different ways (motor 
programs) using parameterized specifications of movement 
trajectories (motor commands) [9]. The effectiveness of those 
approaches makes a strong point in favour of decentralized, 
multi-level representations of virtual agent behaviours, actions 
and, perhaps even, object-level action effects. 

III. MODEL OVERVIEW 

The proposed virtual agent action model is specified as part 
of the REVE representation, an abstract, general-purpose 
specification for virtual environment systems [10]. In 
particular, it relies upon the REVE representation's model for 
virtual objects with physical properties, semantics and 
functionality [11], which is briefly described next. 

A. Overview of the REVE Representation's Virtual Object Model 

The REVE representation considers virtual environments as 
computer systems based on the architecture shown in Fig. 1. 

The REVE representation makes the assumption that a 
virtual world can be regarded as a set of virtual objects (in 
other words, that a world can be represented by a virtual 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Virtual environment systems according to the REVE representation. 

environment system as a set of virtual objects). To encode 
virtual objects as data, the REVE representation uses a data 
structure named item. An item encodes all available 
information about a virtual object within a certain virtual 
world, including information about its physical properties, 
structure, behaviour, functionality and semantics. Within items, 
data are organized into item aspects. Each item aspect contains 
data related to a certain process or interaction the virtual object 
participates in within the virtual world. Therefore, one item 
aspect may contain data about a virtual object's physical 
properties and be used by the virtual environment's 
presentation and rendering components, while another may 
contain data about the virtual object's semantics and be used by 
the virtual environment's virtual agent behaviour components 
during virtual agent perception. 

To enable the encoding of generic virtual objects as items, 
the REVE representation specifies three item aspects, namely, 
the physical aspect, the access aspect and the semantic aspect. 
The physical aspect contains data about a virtual object's 
physical properties, the access aspect about its functionality 
and the semantic aspect about its semantics. The physical, 
access and semantic aspects encode information that is 
fundamental to all virtual objects; thus, every item, regardless 
of the object it represents, shall contain a physical, an access 
and a semantic aspect. 

Syntactically, the physical aspect is a tree based on an 
implementation-dependent scenegraph specification, while the 
semantic aspect is a set of name(arg0, arg1, ..., argn) symbols, 
where name and argi, i ∈ [0, n], are character string literals. 
(For the purposes of this paper, no further discussion of the 
physical and the semantic aspects is required.)  

On the other hand, the access aspect is a set of accesspoints, 
each making a particular set of functions available to virtual 
agents. A function is a means to modify item data in a way 
denoted by the function's function class. Functions are named 
and can be executed with specific function execution 
arguments. Every accesspoint occupies a certain area in the 
virtual world (this is achieved by means of a link between the 
accesspoint and a physical aspect node) and its functions are 
only available inside that area. The access aspect's structure is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The purpose of the access aspect is to enable, from the 
virtual object side, the operation of behaviour-generation 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Access aspect structure. 
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components of virtual environments based on the architecture 
discussed in Section III.A. More specifically, it allows virtual 
objects to be acted upon by virtual agents with adequate action 
abilities. As such, it is of key importance to the proposed 
virtual agent action model. 

B. Virtual Bodies as Virtual Objects 

As discussed in Section III.A, virtual bodies too are virtual 
objects. However, in addition to having all of the properties 
virtual objects have in general, virtual bodies are able to 
support two processes that are fundamentally unique to virtual 
agents, namely, action and perception. As a consequence, items 
encoding virtual bodies are required to meet additional 
representational requirements, to accommodate which the 
REVE representation specifies two additional item aspects, 
namely, the activity aspect and the perception aspect. Every 
item encoding a virtual body will contain those two item 
aspects in addition to a physical, an access and a semantic 
aspect (the fact that an item contains an activity and a 
perception aspect is actually what indicates that the item 
encodes a virtual body instead of a generic virtual object). 

The activity aspect contains data about a virtual body's 
means of action while the perception aspect contains data about 
the virtual body's means of perception; as they essentially make 
the virtual agent capable of action and perception, respectively. 
(For the purposes of this paper, no further discussion of the 
perception aspect is required). 

C. Activity Aspect, Virtual Effector and Action 

The activity aspect is defined as a set of virtual effectors, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The virtual effector's main purpose is the execution of 
actions. An action is a means to exploit functionality offered by 
virtual objects. More precisely, an action is a specific pattern of 
function execution. Actions are named and can be executed 
with specific action execution arguments. As a process, action 
execution has various characteristics: it may involve execution 
of one or more functions; if may cause functions to be executed 
sequentially, in parallel, or according to complex schemes; it 
may be instant or have duration. Each action can generally use 
specific types of functions only, according to its intended 
effects, which determines whether execution of a certain action 
on a certain accesspoint is possible or not. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Activity aspect. 

Perhaps the most fundamental property of actions is action 
class. When executed, actions of the same action class have 
conceptually similar effects. Thus, action class is a means to 
define action execution effects (not necessarily in a formal 
fashion). A set of compatible functions classes is defined for 
each action class, which correspond to the types of functions 
actions of that action class can use. A function whose function 
class belongs to the set of compatible function classes of an 
action's action class is said to be compatible with that action. 

Prior to actually being able to execute an action using a 
certain accesspoint's functions, a virtual effector must first gain 
exclusive access to that accesspoint. That is the result of a 
process referred to as attachment. The accesspoint a virtual 
effector is attached to is referred to as the virtual effector's 
attached accesspoint. For the duration of the attachment (a) the 
virtual effector can use any of the accesspoint's functions 
(restricted by action compatibility), as frequently and as many 
times as needed, while (b) no other virtual effector can access 
the accesspoint. 

Before actually executing an action, a virtual effector must 
obtain access to compatible functions for that action, a process 
referred to as function selection. An action may need more than 
one function to execute properly; for example, an action for 
moving a virtual object in the virtual world needs two 
functions: one to translate the virtual object and another to 
rotate it. The result of the function selection process is a set of 
selected functions per action. Function selection persists until 
the virtual effector detaches from the attached accesspoint; this 
lends very nicely to repeated action execution, as function 
selection needs only be performed once per execution batch. 

To enforce believability in virtual agent behaviour, virtual 
effectors are subject to activity restrictions. Activity restrictions 
are applied on each virtual effector individually and determine 
whether virtual objects are accessible or non-accessible by the 
virtual effector (a virtual object can either be accessible or non-
accessible – partial accessibility is not defined in the REVE 
representation). In practice, this means that if a virtual object is 
accessible by a virtual effector then the virtual effector can (a) 
fully access the virtual object's access aspect, (b) attach to any 
of the virtual object's accesspoints, and (c) execute any of the 
attached accesspoint’s functions (restricted by action 
compatibility). 

Activity restrictions are of two kinds: global and native. 
Global activity restrictions are applied by the virtual 
environment itself to all virtual effectors. Their purpose is to 
enforce a minimum level of believability in virtual object 
accessibility that cannot be overridden by virtual agents. For 
example, an activity restriction forbidding access to any virtual 
object at a distance greater than a certain maximum would be 
defined as a global activity restriction. On the other hand, 
native activity restrictions are individually applied by virtual 
effectors. Each virtual effector may apply different native 
activity restrictions which may apply to virtual agent classes, 
virtual effector classes, or even specific virtual effectors. For 
example, an activity restriction forbidding virtual effectors 
capable of "telekinesis" to move virtual objects that are either 
too far away or out of sight would be defined as a native 
activity restriction for the entire class of virtual effectors with 
that ability. Alternatively, an activity restriction forbidding a 
hand-like virtual effector to lift a virtual object of a mass larger 
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Fig. 4.  Virtual body posture and virtual effector location and orientation: 
whole body movement (left), partial body movement (right). 

than a certain maximum would be defined as a native activity 
restriction specifically for that virtual effector. 

Virtual effectors are embodied, that is, they occupy a 
specific area in virtual world space defined by their bounding 
shape and its location and orientation. Just like in the case of 
accesspoints, this is possible thanks to a link between each 
virtual effector and a physical aspect node. As shown in Fig. 4, 
posture affects the location and orientation of virtual effectors; 
consequently, it may influence the results of the application of 
activity restrictions. 

The REVE representation specifies one standard activity 
restriction, namely, the effective distance restriction. For any 
given virtual effector, the effective distance is defined as the 
maximum distance between the virtual effector and a virtual 
object at which the virtual effector is allowed to attach to 
accesspoints of the virtual object. The effective distance 
restriction is a global activity restriction. An example of its 
application is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

Apparently, by setting the effective distance to the virtual 
environment's numeric maximum or any sufficiently large 
value, the effective distance restriction is essentially lifted. 

D. Workflow 

Given the above definitions, the workflow of the proposed 
virtual agent action model can now be specified in detail. 
Consider a virtual body B in a virtual world W containing l 
virtual objects (either generic virtual objects or virtual bodies) 
encoded by items Ik, k ∈ [0, l-1], one of which is, apparently, B 
itself. The activity aspect A of B contains n virtual effectors ej,  
j ∈ [0, n-1]. The virtual agent can perform action execution 
operations using those facilities as follows: 

1) The virtual agent attempts to prepare virtual effector e: 
a) Using the virtual world store component's data-

access facilities, e issues a request to attach to 
accesspoint ap in the access aspect of I. 

b) If any effector is already attached to ap, e is not allowed 
to attach to ap, hence, the action operation fails. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Effective distance activity restriction. 

c) If ap fails to satisfy all global perceptual restrictions 
for (e, ap), e is not allowed to attach to ap, hence, the 
action operation fails. 

d) e is granted access to ap. 
e) If ap fails to satisfy all native perceptual restrictions 

for (e, ap), e is not allowed to attach to ap, hence, the 
action operation fails. 

f) e attaches to ap. 
2) The virtual agent attempts to prepare action a of e. 

a) Let F be the set of functions of ap. Let C be the set 
of compatible functions classes of a. For all ck in C, 
k=0...(|C|-1): 
i) If there is an f ∈ F such that c(f) = ck, where c(f) 

is the function class of f, and f has not already 
been selected for a, then f is selected for a. 

ii) If step 2.a.i fails, e cannot select a compatible 
function for at least one compatible function 
class of a, hence, the action operation fails. 

b) e has selected one function among those in F for all 
of a's compatible function classes in C and can now 
execute a using them. 

3) The virtual agent attempts to execute a: 
a) e executes functions selected for a in such an order 

and with such function execution arguments as 
dictated by its implementation and action execution 
arguments specified. During that time, if execution 
of any function fails, then the execution of a, and, 
consequently, the action execution operation, fails. 

b) e repeats step 3.a as desired. 
4) At any time during the process and concurrently with 

other action operations being performed, e may repeat 
the process from step 2 onward for a different action, 
while the virtual agent may repeat the entire process for 
different virtual effectors. 

5) e detaches from ap and the process terminates. 
The entire process is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

It must be stressed that the proposed model also applies to a 
virtual agent's own control of its virtual body: the virtual agent 
can only exhibit behaviour (move, turn, etc.) by means of 
virtual effectors in its virtual body's activity aspect, and 
operating on accesspoints in its virtual body's access aspect. 

E. Virtual Body Control 

As part of the REVE representation, the Agent Interface 
Protocol (AIP) is specified as a means for virtual agent 
components to control virtual bodies. As regards the proposed 
virtual agent action model, the protocol provides the commands 
listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  AIP COMMANDS FOR VIRTUAL AGENT ACTION 

Syntax Function 

attach ef [it ap] 
Requests that effector ef attaches to 
accesspoint ap of item it, or that the effector is 
detached if ap and it are not specified. 

select ef ac [fn] 
Requests that function fn is selected for action 
ac of effector ef, or that functions selected for 
the action are deselected if fn is not specified. 

act ef ac [ar*] Requests that action ac of effector ef is 
executed with arguments ar0, ar1, .... 

ed 

ed: 

d 

d: 

FoS 

FoS: 

effective distance 

accessible but non-usable 

accessible and usable 

 

 
 

effector 

 usable but non-accessible by FoS 

 usable but non-accessible by ED 

effector direction 

field-of-sense 
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Fig. 6.  Action execution workflow.

The commands in Table I enable execution of all steps of 
the proposed model (accesspoint attachment, function selection, 
action) in arbitrary sequences. Using implementation-provided 
means (like, for example, a TCP/IP stream), a virtual agent 
component can issue such sequences and, as a result, actually 
act upon the virtual world through its virtual body. Thanks to 
their readability and syntactical simplicity, the commands are 
also suitable for manual submission by human users, for 
purposes of experimentation and debugging. 

F. Examples 

A few simple examples will better illustrate the proposed 
action model's usage. Consider a hypothetical virtual body 
named agent. In all examples, the virtual body's activity aspect 
contains a effector named motor. The motor effector has two 
actions named  move and turn, which translate and rotate 
virtual objects in an animated fashion given a 3D coordinate 
and an axis-angle rotation argument, respectively. Also, the 
virtual body's activity aspect contains another effector named 
hand. The hand effector contains a single action named use, 
which can execute any single function. Moreover, the virtual 
body's access aspect contains a accesspoint named body. The 
body accesspoint has two functions, namely, translate and 
rotate, which translate and rotate the virtual body, respectively, 
with respect to the accesspoint. (The general-purpose virtual 
body implementation provided by the REVE platform, which is 

further discussed in Section IV, contains a fully-usable setup 
similar to this rather simplified example.) 

First, consider a hypothetical virtual object representing a 
n-puzzle game modeled as an item named n-puzzle. The virtual 
object's access aspect contains n accesspoints, namely, board 
and btni, i ∈ [1, n-1]. The board accesspoint is associated with 
the entire virtual object's physical representation (that is, with 
the root node of the virtual object's physical aspect) while each 
of the btni accesspoints is associated with the respective tile. 
The board accesspoint contains translate and rotate functions 
like those contained by the virtual body's body accesspoint as 
described above. Each btni accesspoint has a click function 
which triggers click events. (An far more in-depth discussion of 
a similar virtual object example is also available [10]). 

A virtual agent can move the virtual object around by 
issuing the following commands: 

 
attach motor n-puzzle board 
select motor move translate 
select motor turn rotate 
act motor move x,y,z 
act motor turn x,y,z,a 
... 
select motor turn 
select motor move 
attach motor 
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Accordingly, the virtual agent can click on tiles by issuing 
the following commands: 

 
attach hand n-puzzle btni 
select hand use click 
act hand click 
select hand turn 
select hand move 
attach hand 
... 
 
As mentioned above, the action model also applies to a 

virtual agent's own control of its virtual body. Indeed, the 
virtual agent can move and turn with the following commands: 

 
attach motor agent body 
select motor move translate 
select motor turn rotate 
... 
(sequence goes on as in the first example) 
 
To conclude, consider a hypothetical complex action 

moveto whose purpose is to move virtual bodies in a realistic 
fashion, that is, by moving them on paths automatically 
calculated towards a target location. Such an action would 
require two selected functions to operate, as it would both 
translate and rotate the virtual body during its execution. 

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed virtual agent action model addresses the 
requiremens laid out in Section I. More specifically, it is 
readily and directly implementable, since the action execution 
mechanism, from the action execution request by an effector to 
the actual application of action results by means of function 
execution on virtual object accesspoints, is fully specified, and 
so are the facilities that enable the definition of application-
specific action applicability. Also, the proposed model's action 
representation is conceptual by design, can be adapted to the 
desired level of abstraction by definition of custom effectors 
and actions which can be used in-place, and neither reveals nor 
requires any information on the internal virtual world 
implementation whatsoever. Furthermore, action execution 
requests can be directly translated to a symbolic form suitable 
for knowledge representation and intelligent reasoning. 

Since the proposed model concerns the domain of virtual 
environment system design and development, we thus far 
focused on obtaining empirical evaluation results from the 
developer's perspective. To that end, we employed the REVE 
platform, which constitutes a collection of methodologies and 
tools for the design and development of intelligent virtual 
environment systems and applications. 

The platform uses a complete and accurate implementation 
of the proposed model – in fact, all virtual agent action in 
applications based on the REVE platform relies on it. More 
specifically, the general-purpose virtual agent body (Fig. 7) 
provided by the platform's virtual world simulator, namely, the 
REVE Worlds system, contains several effectors and actions to 
suit a variety of activity-related needs: 

• Two hand effectors associated with the lower extremes 
of the virtual body's arms, aimed at general-purpose 
manipulation of other virtual objects. Both hand 
effectors contain actions for moving and turning virtual 

objects in an animated fashion with respect to the 
attached accesspoint as well as an action for generic 
execution of any function exposed by the attached 
accesspoint. 

• Two shoulder effectors associated with the skeletal 
joints that connect the virtual body's arms with its 
torso, used to position the virtual body's arms – and, 
consequently, the hand effectors – as desired, both 
towards increased realism through appropriate postures 
and to compensate for the hand effectors' activity 
restrictions. 

• One motor effector associated with the entire virtual 
body, enabling movement of the virtual body itself. 
The motor effector contains two actions for moving 
and turning the virtual body in an animated fashion as 
well as two actions for moving the virtual body on the 
Y=y plane, where y is an application-dependent 
coordinate, and turning it around the Y axis, 
respectively, to support scenarios where virtual agents 
move on flat surfaces (which is quite often the case). 

The above set of effectors and actions as can be used by 
means of the proposed model has been proven in practice to 
enable a variety of virtual agent behaviours. More specifically, 
the REVE platform has been used (and is still being used) by 
both academic students (indicative numbers in Table II) and 
researchers, in most cases with a strong focus on intelligent 
behaviour. As a direct result, the proposed model has been 

 
Fig. 7. The REVE platform's general-purpose virtual agent body. 

TABLE II. REVE PLATFORM USE BY STUDENTS 

Term Assignmentsa 

 Groups Students 

BSc course modulesb 41 112 

MSc course modulesc 24 67 

Dissertationsa 

 In progress Completed 

BSc course - 8 

MSc course 4 3 

a. Department of Informatics, University of Piraeus. 
b. Virtual Reality, Distributed Artificial Intelligence. 

c. Intelligent Virtual Environments. 
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evaluated in a wide variety of cases involving an equally wide 
variety of virtual agent implementations. A brief discussion of 
such cases follows. 

• Case-study implementation of an intelligent virtual 
agent architecture based on the concept of semiotic 
processes for agents that can gradually learn the 
outcome of their actions [12]. In this case, the proposed 
model enabled the definition of simple actions (move 
forward, turn left and turn right) in a way that agents 
could execute them arbitrarily and at random without 
any knowledge about their effects and implementation. 

• Term assignments for Distributed Virtual Reality (BSc 
course) and Intelligent Virtual Environments (MSc 
course) academic modules by students in the 
Department of Informatics, University of Piraeus (Fig. 
8). A large number of projects have been submitted to 
this day, involving agents that cooperatively explore 
areas, disarm bombs, play games, solve puzzles to 
unlock doors in mazes, compete in teams for resources 
scattered around a virtual valley, help each other find 
sales and service points around a virtual city, etc. In all 
cases, students were able to integrate the proposed 
model with custom-built mechanisms for domain-
knowledge representation, agent communication and 
knowledge exchange, pathfinding, action planning, etc. 

• Cooperative design and development of custom 
effectors and actions by researchers in the Knowledge 
Engineering Lab, Information Systems group and MSc 
students in the Department of Informatics, University 
of Piraeus, for the control of H-Anim body animations 
(Fig. 9), inter-agent communication based on KQML 
and balloon-like virtual body annotations for the 
display of mood, emotions and communication 
elements (Fig. 10). In all cases, students were able to 
design and develop extensions to the general-purpose 
virtual body described above which transparently 
incorporate all additional functionality and are directly 
and seamlessly usable in-place without further changes 
to the platform's implementation. 

The above-described cases present strong evidence for the 
proposed model's independence from the underlying virtual 
world implementation: developers needed to know almost 
nothing about it in order to successfully program the desired 
behaviours, while the resulting software has no dependency on 
it whatsoever. Also, we believe that the variety of applications 
developed and the rather large numbers of people involved thus 
far are encouraging results that highlight the proposed model's 
generality, usability and effectiveness. In addition, all virtual 
agent implementations produced are portable within the context 
of implementations based on the REVE representation, and can 
operate in literally any virtual world that has been designed 
until today in compliance with it. Furthermore, the proposed 
model's natural capacity to support intelligent behaviour is 
evident by the presence of the element of intelligence in almost 
all cases. Moreover, the proposed model's specification, 
accompanied by a comprehensive definition of accesspoints, 
functions, effectors and actions, proved to be an adequate basis 
for communication among developing parties. 
 

 

 
Fig. 8. Screenshots of student assignments. 

 

 
Fig. 9. H-Anim virtual body in the REVE platform. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Balloon-like virtual body annotations in the REVE platform. 
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It should also be stressed that, in accordance with the 
requirements set-out in Section I, perception of abilities is also 
possible, and in a rather direct and natural fashion, if the model 
is used in conjunction with the REVE representation's 
perception model; however, a presentation of the latter and a 
discussion of its integration with the proposed model are 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we present a model that meets specific 
requirements and, as such, can be systematically implemented, 
can seamlessly and transparently integrate with knowledge 
representation and intelligent reasoning mechanisms, is highly 
independent of virtual world implementation specifics, and 
enables virtual agent portability and reuse among virtual 
environment systems compliant with the REVE representation. 
We have also given simple examples of the proposed model's 
usage and presented empirical results which we feel justify our 
design decisions and highlight the proposed model's usability, 
effectiveness and generality. 

The proposed model relies on a distribution of activity-
related concepts and processes among virtual objects and 
virtual bodies – it is, in that sense, decentralized. We feel that 
this clear distinction between what an agent can do, as 
represented by effectors and actions, and what can be done to 
an object, as represented by accesspoints and functions, enables 
the definition of arbitrary behavioural patterns in an intuitive 
and highly flexible manner, as well as the generation of 
complex behaviours by agent-side cognition components such 
as a means-end action planner or a hierarchical task selector. 

In conclusion, we should note that the fact that the proposed 
model is defined as part of a wider virtual environment system 
specification – the REVE representation – does not limit its 
range of potential applications. On the contrary, we feel that it 
rather widens it since the REVE representation, being abstract 
and general-purpose but, at the same time, readily 
implementable, is itself intended for general usage and 
provides a concrete basis upon which the model can be put to 
actual use in a systematic fashion. 

Among our future work goals is the application of the 
proposed model on systems other than the REVE platform so 
that we may obtain further insight and evaluation results. We 
also plan to augment it with additional effector-accesspoint 
interaction capabilities as well as investigate the possibilities of 
concurrent effector access on the same accesspoint and force 

transfer effects. Furthermore, we plan to enrich the REVE 
platform's development facilities with more effectors and 
actions for general- or special-purpose use. 
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